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Abstract— Force feedback glove is a promising interface for
producing immersive haptic sensation in virtual reality and
teleoperation systems. One open problem of existing gloves is to
simulate virtual objects with adjustable stiffness in a fast
dynamic response, along with lightweight and good
back-drivability. In this paper, we introduce a leverage pivot
modulating mechanism to achieve variable stiffness simulation
for force feedback gloves. To simulate free space operation, the
revolute pairs of the mechanism move in the unlocked state,
which allows the user to clench his/her fist or fully extend
fingers. To simulate constrained space operation, the revolute
pairs are locked and passive feedback forces are generated at
the fingertip. The total weight of the single-finger prototype
glove is 55g. Experimental results show that the backdrive
force of the glove is less than 0.069N in the free space, and the
fingertip force reaches up to 12.76N in the constrained space.
The stiffness of the glove is tuned by changing its structural
stiffness,
which
ranges
from
136.96Nmm/rad
to
3368.99Nmm/rad.

I. INTRODUCTION
Force feedback glove transforms the way that people
interact with virtual environment, which changes haptic
interfaces from the handle-hold interactive mode of desktop
devices (such as Phantom desktop) to the free-grasping
interactive mode of wearable devices with multi-finger
coordination. By exploiting the dexterous manipulation and
sensitive perception capabilities of our hands, force feedback
gloves allow users to touch and manipulate virtual objects in
an intuitive and direct way, and enhance greatly interactive
immersion.
In the past three decades, a large number of force
feedback gloves has been developed [1, 2]. According to
actuation principles, existing force feedback gloves can be
generally classified into three categories: pneumatic and/or
hydraulic actuators [3], electric motors [4] and actuators
using functional materials [5].
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The pneumatic/hydraulic force feedback gloves have the
advantages of lightweight and wide motion range. But due to
the time delay of pumps and valves, these gloves are difficult
to provide haptic feedback with kHz update rates and the
response time is greater than 100ms. Moreover, complicated
and bulky power transmission systems, such as
pneumatic/hydraulic pump and pressure reducing valve, limit
the portability of devices.
Force feedback gloves driven by functional materials are
promising, but there are still many open problems to be
solved. For example, shape memory alloy [6] has low
response frequency and poor control precision; dielectric
elastomer material [7] is driven by high voltage and needs to
ensure electrical safety; artificial muscle [8] is difficult to
manufacture and production cost is high; the back-drivability
of magnetorheological fluid [9] is poor and its excitation
device is bulky. It seems a long way to see the breakthrough
of novel function materials to produce high performance
gloves.
Compared with the above two types of actuation
principles, force feedback gloves driven by electric motors
have the characteristics of fast response, high control
precision and portability. Classical force feedback gloves
driven by electric motor, such as CyberGrasp [10], realize the
force feedback through the way that motor drives the cable.
RML glove [11] achieves the force feedback by the
combination of motors, cables and links. These gloves can
provide active force and simulate virtual objects with
different stiffness. However, the disadvantage is that the
transmission system becomes complex, and the power
consumption of devices is increased with the simulated
stiffness of virtual object.
In order to make lightweight haptic gloves, recently,
passive force feedback concepts have been introduced, which
aim to reduce the structural complexity and weight of gloves.
Dexmo [12] realizes passive feedback forces by driving two
stopping sliders and locking the ratchet wheel firmly in place,
which can provide binary haptic feedback. The Wolverine
[13] system provides a large range of motion and high
passive resistance forces reaching 106N through the
ingenious mechanisms. The above passive solutions
effectively reduce the weight and is inherently safe, but lose
the ability to simulate objects with variable stiffness.
Inspired by the pros and cons of electric-driven passive
force feedback concepts [12, 13], in this paper, we propose a
mechanism that can enable adjustable stiffness simulation for
passive force feedback gloves. The contributions of the
proposed study can be summarized in the following:
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(1) In order to simulate variable stiffness while reducing
the power consumption, we introduce a mechanism that can
directly changes its structural stiffness. The proposed variable
stiffness mechanism realizes the stiffness regulation by
changing the position of pivot through a rack-pinion
transmission mechanism. It has the advantages of fast
response speed and high control accuracy, and can provide
different stiffness information according to the softness of
virtual object. The theoretical adjustable range of the stiffness
is from zero to infinity, but due to the limitation of material
and structural layout, the maximal and minimal stiffness is
3368.99Nmm/rad and 136.96Nmm/rad respectively.
(2) A single-finger force feedback glove with variable
stiffness was developed. Experimental results show that the
proposed glove could allow full hand open/closing and
provide variable feedback force. The maximum resistance
force is 0.069N in simulating free space. While simulating
constrained space, the feedback force reaches up to 12.76N in
the fingertip. In addition, the total weight of the single finger
prototype is 55g.
II. VARIABLE STIFFNESS MECHANISM
A. Principle of Variable Stiffness
Different from the constant stiffness mechanism, the
variable stiffness devices usually use elastic components to
realize the stiffness variation. According to mechanical
structure, variable stiffness mechanism can generally be
classified into five categories [14]: triangle structure [15],
four-bar structure [16], lever structure [17], special surface
structure [18], S-shaped rotating structure [19]. Based on the
consideration of adjustable range of stiffness, spatial layout
of device and motion range, the type of lever structure is
selected in this paper.
There are three key factors for the design of variable
stiffness mechanism with the lever structure, which are the
acting point of external force, the connection position of the
spring and the pivoting position of the lever [20]. By
changing the combination method of these three factors, the
variable stiffness mechanism can be divided into three
sub-types as shown in Fig. 1. Where F denotes the external
force, R1 and R2 denote the distance between the acting point
of external force, the connection position of the spring and
the pivoting position of the lever.
R1

R2

R1

R2

R1

In contrary, the maximal and minimal stiffness of the
movable pivot sub-type depend on the ratio of R1 to R2,
which are independent of the lever’s length and the spring’s
stiffness. Therefore, we choose the movable pivot sub-type in
our design solution.
As shown in Fig. 1-a), in the movable pivot sub-type, the
acting point of the external force and the spring connection
position are fixed, and the pivoting position of the lever
changes. According to the principle in [20], when the rotation
angle of the lever and the stiffness of the spring are constant,
the output stiffness of the mechanism can be tuned by
changing the pivoting position of lever. The stiffness can be
derived as the following equation:
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B. Design of Variable Stiffness Unit
For existing variable stiffness mechanism with a movable
pivot, the adjustment methods of the pivoting position
include rack and pinion mechanism [21], screw slider
mechanism [20] and planetary gear mechanism [17]. Since
both screw slider mechanism and planetary gear mechanism
require a large assembly space and their dead weights are
relatively large, the rack and pinion transmission mechanism
is adopted in our design.
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Figure 1. Sub-types of variable stiffness mechanisms with a lever structure
(adapted from [14, 20])

For the sub-type lever mechanism with movable
force-acting point, the effective arm length of the lever
mechanism is R2. The shorter is the effective arm the stiffer is
the lever. The minimum stiffness depends on the lever’s
length and the spring’s stiffness. In comparison, for the
sub-type with movable spring-connection position, the
effective arm length of the lever mechanism is R1. The longer
is the effective arm the stiffer is the lever. The maximum



where k and ks denote the output stiffness of the lever
mechanism and the stiffness of the spring, respectively; F is
the external force applied to the lever; T and E are the
equivalent torque and the deflection angle under the external
force F, respectively.

Figure 2. Kinematics diagram of the variable stiffness mechanism
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E
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achievable stiffness therefore depends on the maximum
effective arm length and the spring’s stiffness coefficient.
Therefore, the stiffness range of either the movable
force-acting point sub-type or the movable spring-connection
position sub-type is related to the length of lever mechanism.
The longer is the lever the wider is the range of stiffness
regulation. These two sub-types cannot meet the compact and
lightweight requirements of force feedback gloves.
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b) The front view
Figure 3. The virtual prototype of the variable stiffness mechanism in
SolidWorks

In the mechanical realization of variable stiffness unit, as
shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, a servo motor M1 is rigidly
attached to the fixed link (link 1) and drives the movable link
(link 3) through a gear (link 2). The other end of the movable
link is the pivot, which is connected to the lever (link 4).
When only servo motor M1 runs, the pivoting position is
changed with the movement of the movable link. The
movable link, the fixed link and the gear form three
kinematic pairs (a revolute pair A; a prismatic pair B; a
higher gear pair C). Two symmetrically arranged springs are
connected on one side to the lever and on the other side to the
rotary link (link 5). When the pivot is at a certain position and
the rotary link rotates, the movable link, the fixed link, the
lever and the rotary link form a higher pair D and two
revolute pairs E, F.
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At equilibrium position, the stiffness can be written as:
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Thus, the stiffness of the mechanism can be formulated as
follow:

Due to the difference of the rotation center between the
rotary link and the lever as shown in Fig. 4, when the rotation
angle of the rotary link is D, the lever rotates from the initial
position (green line) to a certain angle (blue line) and its
rotation angle is E. The angle deflection between the lever
and the rotary link can be found as:

J

 

where n denotes the distance between the center of rotary
joint F and point P. The force F′ is the reaction force of the
force F. According to the geometric relationship, the
relationship between J and D can be obtained as:

The rotation angle of the rotary link is constrained in the
range of r15 degrees by the limiting mechanism of the
variable stiffness unit. When the rotation angle is the
maximum value, the deformation of spring reaches up to the
maximum value.
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Figure 4. The schematic of stiffness adjustment principle

It is assumed that the springs only deform along the axial
direction during the deformation process, and there is no
radial shear deformation. Therefore, the force Fs generated by
the springs would be:
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Fig. 5 shows the varying process of stiffness when the
pivot is located at point P, the middle position and point Q,
respectively. As the pivot moves from point P to point Q, m
decreases and l increases. According to (9), stiffness K also
increases. The acting point of force coincides with the
position of pivot when the pivot moves to point Q, the
theoretical stiffness is infinity and angle D approaches to 0
degree. Therefore, the stiffness of the variable stiffness unit
can be tuned by changing the position of the pivot along the
 lever.



III. DESIGN OF THE SINGER-FINGER FORCE FEEDBACK
GLOVE

where x and ks denote the deformation distance and the
stiffness coefficient of the spring, respectively; l and m
denote the distance from the pivot to point P and point Q,
respectively; Δ is the pre-deformation of the spring, which is
the half of the total deformation.

A. Physical Prototype
As shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, the variable stiffness unit
(link 12) is fixed on the back of user’s hand (link 6) by the
velcro. The intermediate link (link 11) connects with the
variable stiffness unit and the distal link (link 10) through
Since the lever is connected from the other side to the revolute pairs (K and L). The other end of distal link
rotary link, therefore the force F applied to the lever by the transmits feedback force to fingertip through the finger cap.
rotary link can be derived as:
The device is made of resin material by 3D printing and the
F Fs l /m 

  total weight of the mechanism is 55g.
Because the springs connect the lever and the rotary link,
Fs acts on both the rotary link and the lever. Under the action
of the force Fs and the force F′, the resultant torque applied to
the rotary link can be written as:

Variable stiffness unit

L
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6
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G

Intermediate link
11

K

7

H
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J

Distal link
10
8
Middle Phalange

I

9
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Figure 6. Kinematics diagram of the force feedback glove
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Figure 7. The force feedback glove in SolidWorks

In simulating free space, the pivot of the variable stiffness
unit is located at point Q. The revolute pair K and L are
working in the unlocked state, i.e. the two pairs rotate as
user’s finger bends. As shown in Fig. 8, the motion range of
the finger is large enough to achieve full extension and full
flexion, which can simulate diverse grasping postures. The
maximum backdrive force is measured to be 0.069N, which
is caused by the friction force at each kinematic pair, the
gravity force and inertial force of each link.

a) At the full extension state

b) At the full flexion state

Figure 8. The motion state of the glove in simulating free space
Quasi-ratchet
wheel

Rack Gear

regulating structural stiffness and the conversion process, and
the power consumption of the glove is not increased along
with the increase of the simulated stiffness of virtual object.
The response time of the glove greatly depends on the
type of the implemented actuator. The distance between point
P and point Q is 15mm. Under the rated speed of servo motor
M1, the theoretical movement time is 41ms when the pivot
moves from point P to point Q, but the actual movement time
is 75ms measured by Increment Hall Encode. For the
conversion process, the required rotation angle of servo
motor M2 is 35 degrees and its working time is 70ms. This
actual response time is greater than the delay a human can
perceive between visual and haptic stimuli (45ms) [13], and
the actuation time delay could be further reduced by
substituting servo motor M1 and M2 by other type of motors
with a higher velocity.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A. Performance of Variable Stiffness
In order to evaluate the characteristics of the variable
stiffness unit, the output stiffness of the unit was measured
when the pivot locates at point P, the middle position and
point Q, respectively. The fixed link was fixed on the bench
clamp as illustrated in Fig.10-a), HP-5 force Gauge
(HANDPI, China) was fixed on the test bench and drove the
rotary link to rotate.

Rack

HP-5 force
Gauge
Test bench

Bench clamp

Revolute Intermediate Quasi-ratchet Revolute
pair L
pair K
wheel
link

a) The glove locking mechanism
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b) The half-closure grasping posture

Figure 9. The motion state of the glove in simulating constrained space

a) Stiffness performance test b) Installation method of the sensor

The conversion process of the free space state and the
constrained space state is illustrated in Fig. 9-a). While
simulating constrained space, the servo motor M2 drives two
racks by the gear, and locks the quasi-ratchet wheel firmly in
place. At the same time, the variable stiffness unit is activated
and the stiffness is tuned by the way that servo motor M1
drives the movable link to change the position of pivot.

Figure 10. Test equipment of the glove performances

As shown in Fig. 9-b), the pivot is located at the middle
position and the two revolute pairs are in the locked state.
When user’s finger bends, the finger cap provide the
feedback force that is perpendicular to the fingertip.

The corresponding stiffness is 136.96Nmm/rad,
1333.71Nmm/rad and 3368.99Nmm/rad, when rotation angle
of rotary link is 10, 5 and 3 degrees and the pivot is located at
point P, the middle position and point Q, respectively.
Experimental results show that the output stiffness increases
with the distance between point P and pivot. When the pivot
is located at point Q, the theoretical stiffness is infinity and
the rotation angle of rotary link is 0 degree. However, due to
the influence of machining error and material’s elasticity
modulus, the device would produce a small deformation and
the maximum stiffness cannot reach to infinity.

B. Control System
The control system includes PC, Arduino UNO R3, servo
motor M1 and M2. Arduino UNO R3 communicates with PC
through the serial port and controls the rotation of the two
servo motors. The parameters of servo motor M1 are as
follows: the rated speed is 1000 r/min, the rated voltage is
12v, the rated torque is 9.8mNm and the mass is 11g. Servo
motor M1 can achieve the position control of pivot using
Increment Hall Encode and its theoretical accuracy is
0.081mm. For the servo motor M2, its rated voltage is 5v and
the rated speed is 83.3 r/min, and the weight is 13g. It is
important that the two servo motors are only used for

B. Performance of Free Space Simulation
Back-drivability is the important index to quantify the
performance of a force feedback glove. For a high-fidelity
force feedback glove, the resistance force should be as small
as possible to avoid obstructing the movement of finger when
simulating free space. Using the measurement system [22],
we measured the resistance force during the free motion of
the fingers. The pivot was located at point Q and revolute
pair K and L were in unlocked state. The user moved the
finger at a nearly constant velocity back and forth. In the
experiment, ATI Nano17 force sensor was used for data
collection and its installation method was shown in Fig. 10-b).

As showed in Fig. 11, the maximum resistance force is
0.069N in simulating free space.
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where Xf denotes the distance between the center of rotary
joint F and the fingertip.
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In this experiment, four sampling points of middle finger
were selected to evaluate the performance of feedback force
as detailed in Fig. 12 and Table Ⅰ. In each case of the
sampling point, the maximum feedback force was measured,
respectively.
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V. DISCUSSION

C. Performance of Constrained Space Simulation
Force feedback glove should not only simulate the
sensation of free space, but also need to provide enough
feedback force to simulate the sensation of constrained space.
According to the research in Section Ⅱ B, when the pivot is
located at point Q and revolute pair K and L are in the
locked state, the force feedback glove forms a rigid body and
its feedback force reaches up to the maximum value. And
the feedback force on fingertip can be obtained as:



0

Figure 13. Normal force signal under different sampling points

8000 12000 16000 20000
Time(ms)

Figure 11. Normal force signal during the free space simulation

TABLE I.

P1
P2
P3
P4

8

3

Figure 12. Sampling points along the trajectory of middle finger

As illustrated in Fig. 13, the maximum feedback force at
all sampling points is greater than 11N (as shown by the
dotted line), and the maximum value is 12.76N at P3. The
ascent and descent of the curves in the figure represent the
process of closing and opening of the hand, respectively.
The slope of the curves is caused by the difference between
the opening and closing speeds of the hand. Due to the
limitation of the material property, the exoskeleton would
produce a small deformation with the increase of feedback
force. In the later improvement scheme, the device would be
manufactured with a light but stiffer material.

Table Ⅱ provides details for comparison with our
single-finger force feedback glove and other devices.
Compared with previous force feedback gloves using
electric motors and transmission cables [10, 11], the
proposed solution has the advantages of lightweight and low
power consumption, and can ensure the safety of the users’
finger because of its passive structure. Compared with
previous force feedback gloves using brakes [12, 13], our
solution can simulate variable stiffness while preserving the
light weighted structure.
TABLE II.

COMPARISONS WITH OTHER FORCE FEEDBACK GLOVES

Glove
Name
Stiffness
type

Our
glove
Variabl
e

Actuator
type

Servo
motor

DC motor
with cable
driven

DC
motor

12.76

12

10

ü

106

0.069

ü

0.2

ü

ü

75

ü

30

20-40

21

55

90

90

54

13.75

Maximum
fingertip
force (N)
Minimum
resistance
force (N)
Response
time (ms)
Per finger
weight (g)

CyberGrasp
Variable

RML
glove
Variabl
e

Dexmo
Consta
nt
Micro
servo
unit

Wolverine
Constant
DC motor

However, rigorous work needs to be performed to
improve the performance of the proposed force feedback
glove. First of all, compared with existing gloves driven by
electric motors (shown in Table II), our glove has a longer
response time because servo motor M1 and M2 have the
relatively low rated speed, which results in the response time
greater than 45ms. In the future, we will adopt a servo motor
with a higher rated speed to reduce the response time. For
example, the theoretical response time of Maxon EC8
468334 is 27.28ms and the total weight of servo motor and
motor gearbox is 9.2g. The actual response time of the new
motor is expected to be reduced down to less than 45ms,
which satisfies the requirement a human can perceive
between visual and haptic stimuli.
Second, the theoretical maximum stiffness of variable
stiffness unit is infinity, but the actual maximum stiffness is
3368.99Nmm/rad in the experiment. In addition, the
maximum stiffness of glove is related with the elasticity
modulus of material, we will look for a new material with
greater elasticity modulus for next generation prototypes. In
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order to assess the consistency of the device’s stiffness and
the perceived stiffness, we will conduct rigorous user
studies.
Third, the minimum simulated stiffness of the proposed
glove is not zero, and we need to optimize further the
structural layout to expand the range of stiffness. Moreover,
the glove only has single finger, we will design a new
prototype with five fingers to realize the cooperative
operation of five fingers.

[5]
[6]

[7]

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a lightweight variable
stiffness mechanism for realizing passive force feedback on
fingertip. By modulating the pivot of the lever, the
mechanism is able to produce a large range of adjustable
stiffness in a fast response, while ensuring small backdrive
forces. The stiffness of the glove is tuned by changing its
structural stiffness rather than applying torque control at
each individual joint of the finger, which ranges from
136.96Nmm/rad to 3368.99Nmm/rad.
A single-finger force feedback glove is built to validate
the performance of the proposed mechanism. Experimental
results validate that the proposed solution can meet the
demand of both the free and constrained space simulations.
In simulating free space, the maximum backdrive force is
0.069N. While simulating constrained space, the maximum
feedback force is 12.76N. Moreover, the motion range of
glove is large enough to achieve full flexion and full
extension, which can simulate different grasping postures. In
addition, the total weight of the single finger prototype is
55g.
In the next step, we plan to improve the force feedback
performance of the proposed mechanism by optimizing its
geometrical parameters and by adopting smaller and faster
response motors, then we will develop a five-finger force
feedback glove based on the mechanism, and perform
rigorous user studies to validate the performance of the
glove in virtual reality environments.
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